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Progressive negative behavioral changes in normal aging are
paralleled by a complex series of physical and functional declines
expressed in the cerebral cortex. In studies conducted in the
auditory domain, these degrading physical and functional cortical
changes have been shown to be broadly reversed by intensive
progressive training that improves the spectral and temporal resolution of acoustic inputs and suppresses behavioral distractors. Here we
found older rats that were intensively trained on an attentionally
demanding modulation-rate recognition task in young adulthood
substantially retained training-driven improvements in temporal
rate discrimination abilities over a subsequent 18-mo epoch—that
is, forward into their older age. In parallel, this young-adult auditory training enduringly enhanced temporal and spectral information processing in their primary auditory cortices (A1). Substantially
greater numbers of parvalbumin- and somatostatin-labeled inhibitory neurons (closer to the numbers recorded in young vigorous
adults) were recorded in the A1 and hippocampus in old trained
versus untrained age-matched rats. These results show that a simple
form of training in young adulthood in this rat model enduringly
delays the otherwise expected deterioration of the physical status
and functional operations of the auditory nervous system, with
evident training impacts generalized to the hippocampus.
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aging. Specifically, we asked if a simple form of modulation-rate
recognition training, in which stimuli were presented in a continuous performance format with target stimuli interleaved with
nontarget distractors, can confer resilience against expected agerelated deterioration, measured behaviorally, and/or in the physical and functional cerebral cortex. This task form was chosen
because it embodied aspects of the two forms of training applied
earlier in studies in older aged rats (i.e., focusing on improving
receptive accuracy at speed and exercising selective memory and
distractor suppression processes), which has been shown to be
necessary to broadly physically and functionally rejuvenate cortical systems (4, 5).
We begin reporting on this series of studies here, by documenting
(i) sustained modulation-rate signal recognition abilities attributable
to training, 18 mo after training was completed in young, sexually
mature animals; (ii) the endurance of functional changes in the
cortex that plausibly support requisite, rapid-successive signal discrimination and recognition; and (iii) the status of specific cell
populations in the cortex known to contribute to accurate and
speeded operations in cortical networks (12–15). We also explored
training impacts on a higher level (i.e., hippocampal) process, as an
initial index of possible generalized brain health impacts.
In our studies, ∼2-mo-old (young adult) rats were trained over
a period of ∼2 mo on a modified go/no-go behavioral task (see SI
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degradation of the status of physical brain machinery,
expressed by a decline in its temporal processing abilities,
has been repeatedly associated with its deteriorating functional
status in normal aging (1–4). Recent studies have shown that the
machinery that supports processing accuracy and speed, as well
as the processes supporting attention control and distractor suppression, can be substantially rejuvenated via simple forms of intensive training in the aged-rat model (4, 5). With auditory
perceptual training, in parallel with recovery in behavioral abilities to that matching young-animal performance levels, serials of
key physical, chemical, and functional aspects of cortical processing machinery in the trained rats were shown to be restored
to a physical or functional status that approached that normally
recorded in vigorous young-adult animals.
In human studies, substantial changes in speed of processing
(SOP) and in other spectro-temporal (or spatiotemporal) signal
resolution of performance abilities have been shown to result
from attention-demanding, speed-challenged auditory (3, 5–7) or
visual training (8–11). For example, the accurate behavioral
identification and stimulus-order reconstruction of rapidly successive auditory stimuli was restored in human individuals trained
in their eighth decade of life to a performance level normally
typifying human performance abilities recorded in their third or
fourth decade (3, 6).
Our goal here was to define the magnitude and endurance of
an intense dose of attention-demanding modulation discrimination training on the forward progression of physical and functional
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1707086114

A decline in organic brain health paralleled by degraded perceptual and cognitive abilities is a well-established aspect of
human and animal aging. Here, in a rodent model, an elementary form of attention-demanding auditory training completed in young adulthood resulted in positive changes in
modulation-rate discrimination abilities that carried forward
into older age. These sustained behavioral impacts for processing speed were paralleled by enduring changes in physical
and functional aspects of perceptual processing, documented
at the level of the primary auditory cortex. Additionally, an
important generalization of training impacts was recorded in
the hippocampus, a brain structure for which physical and
functional declines have been long associated with the progression to infirmity and dementia in aging.
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Fig. 1. Performance on the temporal rate discrimination task. (A) Experimental timelines for young, aged-untrained, and trained-aged rats. Note that ageduntrained and trained-aged rats were reared under identical housing conditions before behavioral testing, to assure that any sustained impacts could be
attributed to early training. (B) Individual psychometric curves obtained from young (n = 13), aged (n = 12), and trained-aged (n = 11) rats. Dashed lines show
50% and 75% of the maximal score, respectively. pps, pulses per second; PRR, pulse repetition rate. (C) Individual discrimination thresholds determined at
a 50% (Top) or 75% (Bottom) performance score on the psychometric curve, for different groups of rats. Bars display average thresholds (±SEM). *P <
0.01–0.0001.

Materials and Methods). Temporal (modulatory) rate recognition
abilities for pulsed stimuli were determined, and cortical responses of neurons representing spectral and temporal dimensions of acoustic signals were documented in the primary
auditory cortex (A1) in trained animals ∼18 mo after training
completion (i.e., at ∼22 mo of age). These data from this young
adult-trained, now older-aged cohort were compared with two
control groups: (i) age-matched but untrained rats, and (ii) untrained young-adult (∼4 mo old) rats (see Fig. 1A for experimental
timelines of different experimental groups). By comparing behavioral and physical measures with these two control populations,
our goal was to determine impacts (if any) on the endurance of
high-level modulation response recognition that normally distinguished young from older adult rats and on cortical neuronal
processing plausibly accounting for any better sustained temporal processing performance abilities. In addition, changes in cortical and hippocampal expression of markers for parvalbumin
(PV) and somatostatin (SOM) inhibitory neurons were measured in all three cohorts, to elucidate the possible cellular and
molecular mechanisms for sustained behavioral and cortical plasticity induced by early training.
Results
Performance in an Acoustic Temporal Rate Discrimination Task. As
described in SI Materials and Methods, young rats at an age of
2 mo were progressively trained in a modified go/no-go behavioral procedure over an intensive 2-mo training period. Sound
temporal rate discrimination assessment was conducted in these
trained animals ∼18 mo after training completion (i.e., at
∼22 mo of age). These data from this young adult-trained, now
older-aged cohort were then compared with two control groups—
that is, age-matched but untrained rats and untrained young rats.
Our first goal was to define the magnitudes of possible, enduring
impacts of this early training on acoustic temporal rate identification performance in trained-aged versus aged (i.e., age-matched
untrained) or young control rats (see Fig. 1A for experimental
timelines of different groups of rats).
As shown in Fig. 1B, a psychometric curve summarizing data
from each animal in these three cohorts was obtained by plotting
their performance scores as a function of pulse repetition rate
(PRR) differences between target and nontarget stimuli. The
discrimination threshold, defined as the PRR difference corresponding to a 50% performance score on the psychometric curve,
provided a simple index of the temporal rate recognition abilities
of each animal. Average thresholds obtained in trained-aged rats
were modestly higher than in young controls but significantly
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lower than in aged rats (Fig. 1C, Top; one-way ANOVA with post
hoc student Newman–Keuls test, both P < 0.005). This demonstration of sustained temporal processing advantages in trainedaged versus aged rats was further confirmed by summary statistics
for the discrimination threshold determined at a 75% performance score on the psychometric curve (Fig. 1C, Bottom; one-way
ANOVA with post hoc student Newman–Keuls test, P < 0.01–
0.001). These results show that early training results in a stronger
modulation-rate discrimination performance, sustained on a surprisingly high level for ∼18 mo after training.
To assure that these enhanced behavioral abilities for trainedaged rats could not be simply due to training-induced changes in
peripheral hearing thresholds, we compared auditory brainstem
response (ABR) thresholds recorded from different rat cohorts
(Fig. S1). Consistent with earlier studies (16, 17), ABR thresholds recorded in aged rats were all higher than those in young
controls, particularly at higher frequencies (one-way ANOVA
with post hoc student Newman–Keuls test, P < 0.01 at high frequency but >0.05 at both low and middle frequencies). Importantly, ABR thresholds for trained-aged rats did not differ from
those of aged rats (one-way ANOVA with post hoc student
Newman–Keuls test, all P > 0.05).
Temporal and Spectral Responses of Cortical Neurons. Changes in
cortical response selectivity and reliability in the dimensions of
time and frequency have been argued to underlie the neurological encoding of the details of acoustic inputs and to account
for the limits of auditory perceptual abilities (18, 19). We therefore primarily focused on documenting temporal and spectral
processing by neurons in the cortical field A1 in our investigation
of the neural basis for these sustained, training-induced behavioral
changes, while recognizing that any cortical changes that we might
record were likely also contributed to by subcortical differences.
Cortical temporal responses to modulated stimuli documented in
A1 for trained-aged rats (recording sites, 262 from 6 rats) were
again compared with those recorded from age-matched untrained
(recording sites, 338 from 8 rats) and young control rats (recording
sites, 330 from 8 rats; see Fig. 1A for experimental timelines of
different groups of rats). Unless otherwise specified, all subsequent quantitative analyses are based on these samples.
Repetition rate transfer functions (RRTFs) were derived to
characterize cortical temporal responses for different rat groups
(see SI Materials and Methods). As shown in Fig. 2A, normalized
responses in aged rats were in general weaker than those recorded in
young control rats at all repetition rates tested (one-way ANOVA
with student Newman–Keuls post hoc test, all P < 0.001 for repetition
Cheng et al.

Fig. 2. Cortical temporal responses. (A) Normalized responses to stimuli
presented at different PRRs recorded from young, aged, and trained-aged
rats. Values shown are mean ± SEM. (B) Cumulative frequency histograms
showing fh1/2 distributions for different groups of rats. Leftward shifts of
fh1/2 distributions for aged and trained-aged rats compared with young rats
indicate reduced cortical rate-following abilities. (C) Average fh1/2s for all
recording sites in different groups of rats. *P < 0.05–0.001. (D) Average
vector strengths for different groups of rats. (E) Average MRs for different
groups of rats. * or +, MRs that were significantly larger or smaller than in
young control rats.

rates of 7–17.5 pulses per second, pps). Responses in trainedaged rats were stronger than in aged rats at repetition rates
of 7–15 pps (one-way ANOVA with student Newman–Keuls
post hoc test, P < 0.05–0.001) but were weaker than in young
rats between 10 and 17.5 pps (one-way ANOVA with student
Newman–Keuls post hoc test, all P < 0.001).
Comparisons of repetition rates at which the normalized responses were at half maximum (i.e., fh1/2) for each RRTF
quantified the cortical capacity for processing repetitive stimuli
in a second way. A comparison of distributions for fh1/2s, shown
in Fig. 2B, documented a significant leftward shift (i.e., a reduced
cortical capacity for processing repetitive stimuli) for aged versus
young control rats (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, P < 0.0001).
Early training increased fh1/2s, with trained-aged rats clearly
superior to age-matched untrained controls in cortical stimulus
rate-following abilities. Significant but more modest differences
in fh1/2 distributions distinguished young rats from trained-aged
rats (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, P < 0.001). These cohort differences for fh1/2s held for neurons across all characteristic
frequency (CF) ranges (Fig. 2C; one-way ANOVA with student
Newman–Keuls post hoc test, P < 0.05–0.001).
We next calculated vector strengths to evaluate the phase
locking of cortical responses to repetitive stimuli as another index of temporal processing fidelity. As shown in Fig. 2D, average
vector strengths as a function of stimulus temporal rates shifted
leftward and peaked at lower rates in aged versus young rats
(peak at 4 pps in aged rats vs. 10 pps in young rats). The vector
Cheng et al.

Fig. 3. Cortical frequency selectivity. (A) Representative examples of tonal
receptive fields recorded from young, aged, and trained-aged rats. (B) Average receptive field bandwidths at 20 dB above threshold (BW20s) for all
recordings in different groups of rats. Values shown are mean ± SEM. *P <
0.05–0.001. (C) Average response thresholds for all recordings in different
groups of rats. *P < 0.001.
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strengths of trained-aged rats again matched the values of young
rats at lower repetition rates (i.e., 2–7 pps; one-way ANOVA
with student Newman–Keuls post hoc test, all P > 0.05) but were
smaller relative to young rats at most higher repetition rates
(one-way ANOVA with student Newman–Keuls post hoc test, all
P < 0.001 except for 17.5 pps, where P > 0.05). These results
indicate stronger effects of early training on phase-locking
properties of cortical responses to lower rate than to higher
rate stimuli.
To further determine the reliability and precision of cortical
responses to repetitive stimuli, we also calculated the misclassification rate (MR) for every possible combination of stimulus pulse trains by using the Van Rossum spike train distance
metric (20) (see also SI Materials and Methods). MR quantifies
the similarity between spike trains recorded using different or
identical stimulus trains, while taking into account spike number
and timing. Smaller MR values indicate more reliable and precise spiking, representing the temporal structures of stimulus
trains. As shown in Fig. 2E, MRs of aged rats for combinations of
dissimilar middle and high pulse rates (i.e., 10–20 pps) were
significantly larger compared with young control rats (denoted
with asterisks in Fig. 2E, Middle; all P < 0.01). Early training had
reduced the MRs such that values for some combinations of
pulse rates for trained-aged rats were now comparable with
young control rats (Fig. 2E, Right; all P > 0.05 except for those
denoted with asterisks, where P < 0.01).
Finally, we assessed cortical frequency selectivity by constructing frequency-versus-intensity response areas (i.e., tuning curves;
Fig. 3A) and then measuring tuning bandwidths 20 dB above the
threshold (i.e., BW20s). The average BW20s of cortical neurons
were significantly wider in aged compared with young control rats
(Fig. 3B; one-way ANOVA with student Newman–Keuls post hoc
test, all P < 0.001). Modest but significant decreases in BW20s
were observed for trained-aged versus aged rats (one-way
ANOVA with student Newman–Keuls post hoc test, all P <
0.005, except for the CF category of 14 kHz, where P = 0.077).
Bandwidths from trained-aged rats differed from those recorded
in young controls (one-way ANOVA with student Newman–
Keuls post hoc test, all P < 0.05, except for the CF category of
7 kHz, where P = 0.63) but to a lesser extent than for comparisons with aged rats. Consistent with earlier studies (4), cortical

response thresholds were higher for aged versus young control
rats (Fig. 3C; one-way ANOVA with student Newman–Keuls
post hoc test, all P < 0.001). At the same time, there were significantly lower response thresholds recorded in trained-aged
rats for neurons with low and high CFs than in aged rats (oneway ANOVA with student Newman–Keuls post hoc test, both
P < 0.001).
All of the above analyses indicate that early training slowed a
normal age-related regression in cortical processing, with sustained advantages in response feature representation likely accounting for greater, behaviorally documented modulation-rate
recognition abilities.
As a final check to assure that sustained impacts on cortical
processing were attributed to training but not to mere sound
exposure, we examined the neurological status of a subsequent
group of aged rats that were passively exposed to training stimuli as
young adults (these rats thereafter were referred to as passively
exposed rats). Data then were compared with those recorded in
age-matched untrained controls (Fig. S2A). As shown in Fig. S2B,
no differences in fh1/2s and BW20s of cortical neurons were
recorded between passively exposed rats and aged controls (unpaired t test, all P > 0.09). This finding is consistent with earlier
claims that ambient auditory inputs are probably not sufficient for
generating persisting cortical plasticity in the mature brain (21, 22).
Cortical Expression of PV and SOM. Cortical inhibitory interneurons, particularly those expressing PV or SOM, undergo significant changes in populations, morphologies, and functional
powers in aging and have therefore been associated with agerelated functional declines (4, 23, 24). Importantly, they have
also been argued to contribute to acetylcholine-modulated plasticity
processes that support local and brain system coordination and the
accurate representation of spatial (in the auditory cortex, spectral)
and temporal details of perceptual stimuli (12–15, 25).
As an initial step for documenting the cellular and molecular
changes at the cortical level impacted by young-adult epoch
training, numbers of PV- and SOM-expressing neurons in the
cortical field A1 were determined in all rats. As shown in Fig. 4,
the numbers of both PV-positive (PV+) and SOM-positive
(SOM+) neurons in aged rats were lower than in young rats
across different cortical layers (one-way ANOVA with post hoc
student Newman–Keuls test, P < 0.005–0.001, except for PV at
layers 2/3, where P > 0.05). Early training delayed that age-related
reduction in expression of PV and SOM such that the numbers of
PV+ neurons in layers 2/3 and 4 and the number of SOM+ neurons
in layers 2/3 for trained-aged rats did not differ from those seen in
young rats (one-way ANOVA with post hoc student Newman–
Keuls test, all P > 0.05). There were still fewer PV+ neurons in
layers 5/6 and fewer SOM+ neurons in layers 4 and 5/6 in trainedaged rats than in young rats (one-way ANOVA with post hoc student Newman–Keuls test, all P < 0.05).
PV and SOM Expression in the Hippocampus. The behavioral task
applied in the current study required animals to identify a remembered target stimulus presented against a background of
nontarget (distracting) stimuli. Inhibitory interneurons expressing PV and SOM in the hippocampus are among the most affected cell populations impacted by aging (26, 27) and have long
been argued to play critical roles in learning and memory (28–
31). Here we asked if our memory-based go/no-go training task
applied in young adulthood detectably impacted the status of
these key neuronal populations in the dentate gyrus (DG) and
the CA1 subfield of the hippocampus.
Consistent with earlier studies (32, 33), PV+ neurons were
predominantly located in the hilus and the granule cell layer of
the DG (Fig. S3A, Top) and in the strata oriens and pyramidale
of the CA1 (Fig. S3A, Bottom). The numbers of PV+ neurons
recorded in aged rats were significantly lower than in young rats,
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1707086114

Fig. 4. PV- and SOM-expressing neurons in the auditory cortex. (A) Representative photomicrographs of PV-immunostained (PV+) cortical sections for
young, aged, and trained-aged rats. (Scale bar, 200 μm.) (B) Photomicrographs of
SOM-immunostained (SOM+) cortical sections. (C) Quantitative analysis of PV
(Left) and SOM (Right) expression within the A1 for young (10 hemispheres),
aged (8 hemispheres), and trained-aged (8 hemispheres) rats. The values (mean ±
SEM) shown are normalized to those of young rats. *P < 0.05–0.001.

in both hippocampal areas (Fig. S3C, Left; one-way ANOVA
with post hoc student Newman–Keuls test, both P < 0.002). In
contradistinction, the numbers of PV+ neurons in trained-aged
rats were higher in both hippocampal zones than in aged rats
(one-way ANOVA with post hoc student Newman–Keuls test,
both P < 0.03), although, again, labeled interneuron numbers still
differed from those recorded in young rats (one-way ANOVA with
post hoc student Newman–Keuls test, P < 0.001). These data indicate that early training delays an age-related decline in PV expression of inhibitory interneurons in these hippocampal sectors.
SOM+ neurons were predominantly located in the hilus of the
DG (Fig. S3B, Top) and the strata oriens of the CA1 (Fig. S3B,
Bottom). Early training again offset the age-associated reduction
in SOM expression in the DG; the numbers of SOM+ neurons
recorded from trained-aged rats were comparable with those
from young rats (Fig. S3C, Right; one-way ANOVA with post hoc
student Newman–Keuls test, P > 0.05). Interestingly, no significant differences between these three rat cohorts were observed
for SOM expression in the CA1 (one-way ANOVA, P = 0.26).
Discussion
A decline in behaviorally measured SOP has long been described
as a signal change indexing the progression of functional aging in
Cheng et al.
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directly account for auditory training-driven changes in perceptual abilities (18, 19, 45–47). It should be noted that both animal
and human studies have shown that subcortical plasticity, here
undocumented, contributes to cortically expressed changes in
temporal and spectral processing driven by this and related forms
of intensive auditory training (7, 48–50). Furthermore, cortical
plasticity induced by auditory training has been demonstrated in
multiparametric sound domains (4, 21, 22, 45). It has been
proposed that training-based cortical plasticity is restricted only
to stimulus parameters that are relevant to behavioral demands
(21, 22, 45). In this study, however, we found that attentiondemanding modulation-rate training altered cortical processing
in both temporal and spectral domains. These results indicate
generalized effects of training on cortical remodeling, which
amplified the benefits of training derived from this simple perceptual learning task.
Declines in the function of inhibitory circuits in the auditory
cortex, which is mostly mediated by GABAergic interneurons
through feed-forward or feedback connections, have been
documented in detail in aging animal models (4, 23, 24, 51–53).
These major types of GABAergic interneurons expressing PV
and SOM are argued to contribute to cortical signal representation, local and system coordination, and experience-dependent
plasticity (14, 18, 22, 54–57). For example, recent studies have
shown that PV+ neurons in the auditory cortex have markedly
faster response latencies than PV– neurons, indicating their
critical roles in regulating the temporal precision of cortical responses (55). Cortical SOM+ neurons, on the other hand, provide delayed and more selective inhibition to modulate the
processing of complex stimuli, as in human speech (58). In addition to behavioral and neurological changes, here we also observed alterations in cellular aspects of the cortical machinery
(i.e., decreases in both PV+ and SOM+ cortical neurons with
aging). By organizing network coordination in fast time, early
training up-regulated PV+ and SOM+ neuron processes that
arguably support more reliable signal representation, increase
feed-forward power, enable stronger feed-forward coincident
input-dependent plasticity, and increase system coordination.
We therefore propose that PV+ and SOM+ interneuron status,
here sustained at a high level over half the adult life of a rat by a
limited, early epoch of training, provides an especially important
index of the better sustained functional integrity of cortical
networks and systems. It is interesting to note that early training
strongly offset the age-associated reduction in PV expression at
cortical layers 4 and 5/6, whereas impacts on SOM expression
were stronger in layers 2/3 and 5/6. The basis of these different
laminar patterns of changes in PV and SOM expression is an
important subject for further study.
An intriguing finding of the current study was that early
training also offset the age-associated reduction in expressions of
PV and SOM for GABAergic inhibitory interneurons in the
hippocampus. These inhibitory neurons expressing PV and
SOM, among the most affected populations impacted by aging in
the hippocampus (26, 27, 31, 59, 60), have been shown to play
important roles in learning and memory operations (28–31, 61).
As our memory-guided learning task plausibly engages hippocampal processes, the positive changes recorded in inhibitory
neuronal populations presumably reflect the fact that our simple
form of training has induced physical and functional changes that
have had positive, generalized impacts expressed very broadly
across forebrain networks.
Materials and Methods
Female Sprague Dawley (SD) rats were used in the study. All details for behavioral training, passive exposure, sound discrimination assessment, ABR
measurement and cortical mapping, and immunohistochemistry are described
in SI Materials and Methods. These procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and complied with NIH standards.
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humans (1, 2). Beyond a peak performance epoch in the second
to third decades of life, the average modern human declines, in
speeded successive-signal recognition abilities, by about 1/3 of a
standard deviation/decade. By age 75, this elementary “sampling
rate” index of SOP is, in different modalities, 1/3–1/2 as fast as in
young adults. A deterioration of both sustained attention and
distractor suppression abilities also grows in aging, with those
progressive losses marking what come to be large-scale negative
changes in connectivity and attention control in functional brain
systems in older humans (34, 35).
The lifespan for the rat model engaged in our studies is about
36 mo. Here, we applied a modulated-stimulus recognition assessment to behaviorally index the status of this elementary aspect of SOP. Our task also required sustained attention and
“top-down” working memory processes to achieve target recognition in the presence of confusable distractors. We showed that
the accurate reception of rapidly successively pulsed stimuli was
degraded in older adults. Fastest accurately recognized modulation rates were, again, about half the rates recorded in vigorous
young adults (4, 5). In parallel, cortical temporal and spectral
representational processes had all deteriorated in ways that
appeared to at least substantially account for these age-related
behavioral deficits.
By contrast, 22-mo-old rats trained on an attention-demanding
modulation-rate recognition task as young adults had better
sustained abilities for distinguishing between and recognizing
these rapidly modulated stimuli. Their retained behavioral performance was much closer to that recorded in young, untrained
animals than was seen in never-trained older adults. These sustained behavioral abilities recorded ∼18 mo after early-adult
training were paralleled by equivalently better sustained cortical signal processing in the temporal and spectral domains and
by a large, positive difference in the numbers of PV- and SOMlabeled inhibitory interneurons, all here documented in the
cortical area A1.
Earlier studies in different animal species have shown that
functional development of the auditory system is substantially
influenced by acoustic environments and/or auditory training in
early life. For example, exposing rat pups to noise during the
critical period can induce a disrupted tonotopicity and degraded
response tuning in the inferior colliculus and in cortical field A1,
which in turn results in deteriorated behavioral function in
adulthood (36). On the other hand, a period of training in rodents on a specific auditory task (i.e., sound amplitude modulation detection) during development produces a positive effect
on adult perception in an identical task (37, 38). Studies in humans have also demonstrated a link between music training early
in life and better auditory processing skills later in life, especially
in challenging listening environments (39–41). Although early
training in younger life has been shown to confer enduring
neurobehavioral advantages and to contribute to positive brain
health benefits sustained into older ages, scientists still incompletely understand the basis of this “cognitive reserve” (42, 43).
However, higher SOP, the accurate reception of target stimuli in
the presence of confusable distractors, and the retained connectional integrity of forebrain systems, all of which were intensely engaged by our simple training task, provide key indices
of the measured level of protection that is commonly attributed
to this “reserve” (2, 43, 44). Our results, together with those of
others (37–41), therefore indicate that cognitive reserve may be
amplified at any age, that the functional and physical impacts of
this amplification can be long enduring, and that with appropriate training dosing, brain health and function is likely sustainable, at a high level, across the lifespan.
We documented in this study the physical and functional impacts of early training at the level of cortical field A1, because it
has been compellingly argued that spectro-temporal changes in
response selectivity and reliability at this system level most
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